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Fluorescence Depolarization Due to Excitation Energy
Migration in Polymeric Micelles: A Monte Carlo Study1
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Cores of block copolymer micelles have been studied by Monte Carlo simulation. Core-forming
chains have been modeled as self-avoiding chains enclosed in a spherical cavity and tethered to
its surface. A fraction of the untethered end segments of chains (18-53%) has been treated as
fluorescent probes. The time-dependent solution of the Pauli master equation that describes exci-
tation energy migration among probes has been averaged in an ensemble of 104 simulated cores.
We have studied the dependence of the depolarization function Gs(t), i.e., the probability that the
originally excited probe is still excited at time t, on the chain length and on the energy migration
critical radius of the probe. Cores with randomly solubilized probes and with clusters of probes
have been also studied for comparison.
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INTRODUCTION

Spherical multimolecular micelles represent one
type of copolymer structure that has been attracting the
interest of many research teams in recent years. They
exist in dilute solutions in selective solvents (thermo-
dynamically good solvents for one type of block and
nonsolvents for the other). Properties of micellizing sys-
tems have been studied both theoretically and experi-
mentally [1]. Fluorescence techniques have proved to be
powerful tools for studying such systems. These studies
have led to a fairly good understanding and phenome-
nological description of the micellization process.

To be able to interpret our fluorometric measure-
ments [2] on block copolymer micelles containing end-
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tagged insoluble blocks, we have undertaken a series of
computer-based Monte Carlo simulations of tethered
chain conformations under conditions when the tethered
chains mimic the core-forming blocks. In our earlier
studies [3] we have presented various functions describ-
ing chain conformation. In this communication, we pres-
ent simulated data on excitation energy migration in
modeled micellar cores.

METHOD

The time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy, r(t), for
vertically polarized excitation pulses is defined by the
following equation [4]:
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where Fv(t) and Fh(t) are the vertically and horizontally
polarized time-resolved fluorescence emissions, respec-
tively. In micellar systems with tagged core-forming
blocks, the anisotropy monitors the complex rotational
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diffusion-like motion of pendant fluorophores in micellar
cores and the excitation energy migration (EEM) among
fluorophores which are (at least some of them), located
relatively closely to each other. Rotational diffusion of
whole micelles occurs on an incomparably longer time
scale than fluorescence decays of typical fluorophores,
and this slow motion is therefore not observed by the
time-resolved fluorescence measurements. In very selec-
tive solvents (e.g., block polyelectrolyte micelles in
aqueous media [2a, b]), the rotational motion of pendant
fluorophores embedded in compact and rigid micellar
cores is frozen, and its contribution to the fluorescence
depolarization is negligible.

Processes of time-resolved fluorescence depolari-
zation due to energy migration have been theoretically
studied by several authors[5], and it has been shown that
the time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy may be gen-
erally expressed by the following expression [5g]:

where the first term, r0(t = 0), describes the initial ani-
sotropy at the instant of excitation. The initial anisotropy
depends on mutual orientation of transition dipole mo-
ments of absorption and emission and, for a given fluo-
rophore and a given wavelength, is constant. The second
term, Gs(t), reflects the excitation energy migration.
Gs(t) describes the ensemble average probability that at
time t, the excitation is localized at the fluorophore that
was originally excited at time t = 0. Constants a and b
depend on the system studied. The numerical value of b
is usually fairly low compared with a, and its contri-
bution may be neglected in a system of disordered fro-
zen fluorophores [5g,h].

Compared with the excitation energy transfer from
a fluorophore to traps, theoretical treatment of the ex-
citation energy migration among chemically identical
fluorophores is more difficult. One of the first papers on
this topic was the work of Haan and Zwanzig [5a]. Later,
a cumulant expansion method, which provides a general
solution of EEM among fluorophores in infinite volume,
was developed by Huber [5b], and Fayer et al.[5c-e]
published solutions of EEM for several finite geometries.
Our computer-aided stochastic approach allows for nu-
merical evaluation of the experimentally available fluo-
rescence anisotropy decay. This average decay is
calculated on the basis of a fairly large ensemble of so-
lutions of the equation that describes energy migration
in individual simulated micellar cores. Computer simu-
lations were performed in three steps.

(i) Micellar cores are simulated on a tetrahedral lat-
tice (with the lattice distance l) according to a procedure

described in earlier papers[3]. As soon as one equili-
brated micellar core with N chains of length L is created,
NF < N chain ends are randomly "labeled" by fluoro-
phores. Only one fluorophore is "excited," which cor-
responds to usual experimental conditions.

(ii) The master equation that describes excitation
energy migration [5a] was solved for a great number of
simulated configurations AT(r,1,.. .,rNF) of NF fluoro-
phores,

[6], where rij stand for mutual distances between fluo-
rophores i and j of the same type. The Forster radius,
RFF, is the distance for which the depletion rates of the
excited state by energy transfer and by fluorescence are
equal. The Forster radius, RFF, depends on the mutual
orientation of two fluorophores and is given by the for-
mula [6] RFF = JVK/?0, where R0 is the critical radius
and K is the orientation factor. In the system of randomly
oriented fixed fluorophores, the average value of K2 is
<K2> = 0.476 [6]. The first term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (3)
describes the depletion rate of the excited state by var-
ious radiative and nonradiative processes, and the sum
of differences îwij[Pi(K,t) -Pj(K,t)] describes the process
of excitation energy migration. The set of Eqs. (3) was
transformed into a set of linear equations [using the La-
place transform of P,j(K,t) functions] and solved numer-
ically.

(iii) The time-dependent probabilities that excita-
tion at time t is located on the initially excited fluoro-
phore are averaged in an ensemble of ca. 105 individual
micellar cores, and the experimentally observable aver-
age function, Gs(t), is obtained. Since the creation of one
equilibrated micelle is considerably more time-consum-
ing than the numerical solution of the set of Eqs. [3],
several fluorophores in one equilibrated micellar core
were successively "excited" at random. This modifica-
tion accelerates the simulation procedure and improves
the statistics of simulated data.

P j(K,t) is the probability that for a given configuration
K(r1,. . .,rNF), the excitation is localized at they jth fluo-
rophore at time t, wij is the energy transfer rate between
fluorophores i and j (Wjj = 0), and T0 is the fluorescence
lifetime of the donor in the absence of traps. For the
dipole-dipole interaction, the excitation energy transfer
rate is expressed by the Forster formula [4]
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Fig. 1. Depolarization function, Gs(t), for micellar systems (15 tethered
chains of length 112 segments constrained in a sphere of radius R =
10l and average segment density (gs) = 0.6) with a Poisson distribution
function (PDF) (dashed lines) and a fixed number of fluorophores
(FNF) (solid lines) for various critical radii: R0 = 0.5l (1), 2.51 (2),
5.0l (3), and 10,0l (4). The average and fixed number of fluorophores
is five (marks without a prime) and eight (marks with a prime), re-
spectively.

Fig. 2. Depolarization function, Gs(t), for systems with three clusters
of fluorophores. There are eight fluorophores [R, = 0.5l (1), 2.5l (2),
5.0l (3), and 10.0l (4)] in the micellar core, distributed in two "tri-
mers" and one "dimer." The radius of the spherical core is 10.0l.
Inset: Experimental time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy, r(t)
(Prochazka, K., Kiserow, D., and Webber, S. E., unpublished experi-
mental data), for mixed polystyrene-block-poly(methacrylic acid) mi-
celles with 10% of end-tagged polystyrene blocks in aqueous buffer,
pH 9. Concentration of copolymer, c = 5.10 -3 g/ml; excitation at 298
nm; emission at 314 nm. Details of the experimental setup described
in Refs. 2a and c.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In fluorometric studies of excitation energy migra-
tion in organized systems, it is often necessary to vary
the average concentration of fluorophores in the system.
In experimental fluorometric studies on block copolymer

systems, the concentration of fluorophores in micelles
may be varied by mixing tagged and nontagged copoly-
mer samples. We assume that the structure of mixed mi-
celles does not depend on the ratio of tagged-to-nontag-
ged chains. This assumption is reasonably fulfilled if
both copolymer chains are chemically identical and do
not differ in the length of blocks, if the size of fluoro-
phores does not differ considerably from that of polymer
segments, and if the chemical nature of fluorophores pre-
cludes large differences in interactions among fluoro-
phores, segments, and solvent molecules. In order to get
the theoretical background for the interpretation of our
earlier experimental data [2], we have been studying two
types of systems: (i) systems with fixed numbers (FNF)
of end-attached fluorophores, NF, in all micelles and (ii)
systems with a Poisson distribution of fluorophores
among micelles (PDF), with an average number of fluo-
rophores NF.

A comparison of depolarization functions Gs(t) for
systems with a fixed number of fluorophores (FNF; solid
lines) and with a Poisson distribution of fluorophores
(PDF; dashed lines) is shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows
that, first, differences between corresponding curves in-
crease with increasing critical radius and, second, the
higher is NF, the smaller is the difference in residual
values of Gs(t). Since equations that describe the time-
resolved depolarization of fluorescence are strongly non-
linear in NF, it is impossible to discuss the effect caused
by the Poisson distribution of fluorophores among mi-
celles in a straightforward manner. However, we show
in the Appendix that the residual value of the depolari-
zation function Gs(t) at long times is always higher in
PDF than FNF systems. Simulated data show that re-
calculation of the spatial distribution of fluorophores
from experimental anisotropy decays is an ambiguous
problem that requires reliable additional information.

Fluorescence anisotropy decays that we measured
for some micellar systems with end-tagged insoluble
blocks [2a, c] differ significantly from simulated decays.
An example is shown in the inset in Fig. 2 (Prochazka,
K., Kiserow, D., and Webber, S. E., unpublished data).
We believe that this type of anisotropy decay curve may
be caused by clustration of fluorophores due to favorable
fluorophore-fluorophore interactions. To support this
hypothesis, we have calculated the Gs(t) function for a
predefined model system of three clusters. The config-
uration of fluorophores is the following: two clusters
consisting of three fluorophores and one cluster of two
fluorophores form an equilateral triangle centered at the
center of a micellar lattice. The distance between the
core center and the center of each cluster is 4.0l; the
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distance between fluorophores in each cluster is 2^/2/31
Figure 2 shows the Gs(t) functions for several values of
R0. In a restricted system (i.e., one micellar core) con-
taining a limited number NF of randomly oriented fluo-
rophores with a critical radius comparable with the core
radius (curve 4), energy migration proceeds among all
fluorophores very rapidly and a nondepleted fraction of
the excitation energy is distributed uniformly among all
fluorophores at long times after excitation. The residual
value of the Gs(t) function equals (l/NF)th part of its
original value (0.125). For low values of the critical ra-
dius (significantly lower than the intercluster distance),
energy migration occurs within individual clusters only
(curve 2), and the fast initial decay is followed by a high
constant anisotropy during quite a long time interval till
the complete depletion of the excited state of the fluo-
rophore. In the model system, the residual value of Gs(t)
function equals the expected value 0.375 [it is calculated
as the sum of probabilities that a given fluorophore is
excited, multiplied by the residual anisotropy of the clus-
ter in which the fluorophore is treated:(3 • 1 + 3 • 1 +
2 • 1) = 8]. Curve (3) depicts the case when the value
of R0 allows very fast depolarization within individual
clusters and fairly limited energy transfer between clus-
ters. The initial drop in Gs(t) is very fast due to depo-
larization within clusters to the value 0.375, and then a
slow decrease follows due to intercluster communica-
tion. The most striking feature of the depolarization
curve is the sharp transition between the two time re-
gimes.

The comparison of experimental and simulated
curves suggests that the high residual anisotropy may be
caused by a clustering of fluorophores. Despite the fact
that the last system studied was artificially constructed,
it gives a good example of what may happen in fluores-
cence anisotropy measurements on real micellar systems,
and it helps in understanding experimental depolariza-
tion curves.

SUMMARY

1. Diffusive processes of excitation energy migra-
tion in dense polymer systems with fluorophores at-
tached at the ends of self-avoiding tethered chains
enclosed in small spherical volumes have been studied
by computer simulations. Constrained systems of teth-
ered chains have been used as models of cores of block
copolymer micelles in selective solvents.

2. The time-resolved depolarization function, Gs(t),
which describes the time-resolved fluorescence anisot-

ropy decay due to energy migration among fluorophores,
has been calculated for systems with fixed numbers of
fluorophores in all micelles and for systems with a Pois-
son distribution of fluorophores among micelles.

3. It has been found that fluorescence anisotropy
decays for systems differing in the number distribution
of fluorophores among individual micelles in the system
are experimentally discernible, however, differences be-
tween individual curves are not important.

4. It has been shown that potential clustering of
fluorophores in micellar systems may strongly affect the
anisotropy decays and cause a high residual anisotropy.

APPENDIX

The purpose of this Appendix is to show that the
residual anisotropy in a system with a fixed number of
fluorophores is lower than in a system with a Poisson
distribution of fluorophores among individual micelles
in the system.

In a macroscopic sample of micelles (each micelle
consists of Nmax chains) with a fixed number of u fluo-
rophores in the core, the limiting residual value of the
depolarization function is Gs(t) = 1/u.. In a system with
a Poisson distribution of fluorophores (with an average
number of fluorophores u,), each core containing N fluo-
rophores contributes to the ensemble average by the
value 1/N. We want to show that the following relation
is fulfilled for u> 2:

After simple rearrangements we get

Since the second term in the left-hand-side of relation
(A2) is positive, the relation is fulfilled for u> 2.
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